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1 Introduction

The late Professor Daya Krishna was a proli�c correspondent. He loved to carry
on samv	ad, whether in everyday conversation, or through letters, or more formal
articles in the Journal of Indian Council of Philosophical Research.

I once wrote to Daya ji about what seemed to me a paradox in contemporary
Indian philosophy. It is one thing that Indian philosophers in the academia do
not engage with science, or even with its history and philosophy. It is quite
another thing that they do not engage with ethics. Ethics, after all, is at the
core of philosophy. Without an ethical principle one often does not know how
to respond to something fundamentally new, such as the bewildering variety of
new developments in science and technology which impinge on our daily life. I
was disappointed that Indian philosophers remain engaged in studying Spinoza,
Kant, Hegel and the like, or they were immersed in Sanskrit texts�neither of
which provide much guidance about new developments. Few Indian philosophers
have been willing to address such philosophical problems of mundane life in
contemporary times. When a new law is passed by parliament, such as the
Cyber law, no one considers it necessary to consult any Indian philosopher to
ask whether the law would be compatible with contemporary Indian ethics.
However, it would be regarded as inexcusable if our lawyers failed to consult
similar laws formulated abroad�which formulation might well have assumed
altogether another ethical context. Philosophers seem to have made themselves
irrelevant to our society.

So I wrote to Daya ji complaining that Indian philosophers had never put
forward a normative ethical principle. How could there be any sort of real
philosophy without ethics, I wondered?

In his usual way, Daya ji responded promptly. He said that one Banerjee
had proposed a normative ethical principle in 1935. That response addressed
only my statement, but not the issue I had in mind. Indeed, my letter to Daya
ji was in the context of my book The Eleven Pictures of Time.1 That book
dwells on the latest military strategy propounded by Huntington after the Cold
War. That strategy overtly aims to promote Western dominance by expanding
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its �soft power�; it aims to control all human behaviour by inculcating in people
a desired set of values.

The use of values as part of military strategy is a novel and dangerous idea,
but it is a natural extension of the idea of using religious beliefs to achieve po-
litical dominance.2 This process of inculcating values or conditioning (as in the
Pavlovian conditioned re�ex) is cynically seen as a process akin to programming
a computer. Just as a computer can be made to behave in any desired way by
means of a program, so also humans can be conditioned to behave in a desired
manner by means of values inculcated at an early enough age. Now, I have no
doubt that human beings are not machines, and that it is possible for individu-
als to ask awkward questions, and thereby transcend their past indoctrination.
However, statistically speaking, this seems to happen only occasionally: few in-
dividuals I know ever manage to get rid of what they were taught in childhood.
And, so far as Huntington is concerned, in a situation of electoral democracy, a
50% success rate is good enough!

My other concern was that the non-West, in general, and Indian philoso-
phers, in particular, have had no say in the formulation of these values. In the
absence of an autonomously generated ethic, there is nothing to prevent peo-
ple from being swept away by the pressure of peers and propaganda, as indeed
seems to be happening today. After a dozen years of peer pressure in schools,
which reinforces the propaganda from TV, the dreams of children mainly seem
to revolve around possessing the latest piece of Western gadgetry. To ful�l these
consumerist dreams, they aspire to sell most of their lives as wage slaves, doing
things they do not particularly like doing.

As already stated, there can be no swar	aj�no freedom or autonomy in any
real sense�until one has re�ected upon the values around which one bases one's
life (or the Constitution of the country). But Indian philosophers (at least those
formally engaged in the study of philosophy in our universities and institutions
of higher learning) have re�ected and written far too little on any of this.

2 Time and ethics

Given the philosophical vacuum about ethics, most people in India get sucked
into one of the two widely-prevalent ethical models. Capitalism provides one
model, and various religions provide the other.

Capitalism is often confounded with �materialism� etc., but is better under-
stood, in this context, through utilitarianism.
The utilitarian principle: act so as to maximise the expected present value
of lifetime utility.
Capitalism rede�nes the ordinal notion of �utility� in cardinal terms as money.
Consequently, those people who follow the capitalist ethic, spend their lives
maximising the present-value of lifetime earnings. In a word they maximize
pro�t.

Accumulated earning, or wealth, is displayed through consumption: which
is hence the socially-accepted index of virtue. The more one consumes, the
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more virtuous one feels. Any sort of environmentalist ethic which seeks to
modulate consumption without challenging this fundamental capitalist value is
futile, perhaps deliberately so.

The other sort of ethical model is that provided by various religions. Now,
as Toynbee remarks,3 the pith of religion is not belief, but participation in ritual
performance. That is, the one who goes to church, temple, masjid, or gurudwara
is readily recognized as a �good� Christian, Hindu, Muslim, or Sikh, and that is
quite compatible with consumerism.

This is a far cry from opposite value of non-acquisition and minimal con-
sumption or austerity which goes back to the asceticism inherent in, say, the
Buddhist tradition of bhikkus or the Jain principle of praty	ah	ara or similar ideas
of ty	aga or non-attachment in Hinduism and Su�sm�ideas which were prop-
agated by Mahatma Gandhi and were widely prevalent until barely 50 years
ago.

To what can one attribute this change? At the level of beliefs, beliefs like
hell�re and brimstone, or doomsday, which once induced people to accept reli-
gious values and become virtuous (as in �God fearing�) have fallen into disre-
pute since they are seen as being unscienti�c. This is a bit paradoxical, since
Western philosophers have repeatedly maintained that values are independent
of facts, so science ought not to have any bearing at all on values. However,
in practice�and values are all about practice�a value system is not merely a
bunch of deonti�ed postulates divorced from facts, for it has to be credible. And
the credibility of various religious systems of values depends upon the belief in
the validity of the underlying facts: if there is no hell or hereafter, there is no
particular need to accept the the related values conventionally labelled as good.

At a deeper level, in my analysis, values �ows from beliefs about time. This
is what I tried to bring out in The Eleven Pictures of Time, and this was the
topic on which I wanted to initiate a samv	ad, �rst with Daya ji, and then with
all Indian and Western philosophers.

Consider, for example, the ethic of karma-samsk	ara-moks.a in the Upanis.ad-
s,4 which is central to all Indian philosophies, and ought to be studied as Daya
ji used to emphasize. This ethic is situated within an underlying belief in a re-
current cosmos. The interpretation of this ethic as �spiritualism�, by orientalists
like William Jones et al., is incorrect for it confounds the Western notion of soul
(which is metaphysical, post-Augustine) with the Upanis.adic notion of 	atman,
which is a physical belief.

Thus, moks.a is deliverance from the cycle of birth-death-rebirth. The re-
birth is not something that takes place here and now�it is a situated in a
cosmological context, for individuals are believed to be reborn billions of years
later across a cycle of the cosmos.5 Not only individuals, but all events in the
cosmos approximately repeat, somewhat the way in which each routine day is
approximately a repetition of the previous one.

This cosmological belief may be true or false, but it is a physical belief, not
a spiritual or a metaphysical one, since it is refutable. It is easily possible to
conceive of a cosmos which is not like that, so it is certainly logically refutable in
the sense of Popper. (It is also empirically refutable as would be clear later on.)
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Therefore, one needs to understand this belief from the perspective of physics,
not the �spiritual� perspective of orientalists.

In physics, today, cosmology is done using general relativity. That provides
us with three basic cosmological models known as the Friedmann models (all
beginning with a bag bang). Which model corresponds to the real cosmos
depends upon the amount of matter in the cosmos. If there is enough matter, we
get a closed Friedmann model�a cosmos which oscillates. Such a cosmos, which
merely goes through phases of expansion and contraction, must be distinguished
from a (quasi) recurrent cosmos, described above, in which, in each cycle of the
cosmos, events similar (but not identical) to those in the preceding cycle repeat.
For this to happen, the so-called �arrow� of time must turn around (like a
boomerang).

I cannot overemphasize that it is a very dangerous source of confusion to refer
to this situation as �cyclic� time, �eternal return� etc. To distinguish a recurrent
cosmos from (a) a simple oscillatory model, and also from (b) a situation of
�eternal recurrence�, it is better to call this �quasi-cyclic time�. The di�erence
between quasi-cyclic time and the incoherent notion of �cyclic time� is explained
in detail in my book The Eleven Pictures of Time, starting from the very title,
which opposes the linear-cyclic dichotomy by using 1 and 1 to make 11 instead
of 2.

Astonishingly, a recurrent cosmos is perfectly possible on current physics. In
fact, on Newtonian physics, recurrence is inevitable if the cosmos is closed: any
microstate of the cosmos would then recur to any desired degree of approxima-
tion. This is the substance of the Poincaré recurrence theorem. As I have shown,
a suitably generalised form6 of this theorem applies to any kind of deterministic
evolution. That includes general relativity with the geodesic hypothesis. In fact,
recurrence applies also to probabilistic evolution, as in a Markov chain, as used
by Nietzsche. (I should add parenthetically that though my own reformulation
of physics7 rejects all the formulations�Newtonian physics, general relativity,
and stochastic Markovian evolution�and though it is non-deterministic, it still
does not rule out a recurrent cosmos, though this recurrence need be neither
eternal nor exact.)

Anyway, since the Upanis.adic notion of 	atman is anchored in such a physical
belief about quasi-cyclic time,8 it is equally a physical notion. Therefore, it is
problematic to translate �	atman� as �soul�, which is a prime example of some-
thing metaphysical in Western tradition. The centuries of propaganda about
Indian �spirituality� are based on the wrong association that this translation
encourages. Even if �	atman� is translated as soul, it should always be under-
stood that a di�erent (and physical) notion of soul is being referred to. The
ethic of moks.a (or the expanded and grassroot level ethic of dharma-artha-

k	ama-moks.a) is an entirely pragmatic recommendation provided those physical
beliefs are accepted.

To summarise, the Upanis.adic ethic is anchored in a physical belief. This
is a belief about the nature of time: that the cosmos is (quasi) recurrent or
that time is quasi-cyclic. This belief though a physical (refutable, falsi�able)
belief is not necessarily a false belief; though refutable, it is not already refuted
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by present-day physics. The desire for moks.a or deliverance is what naturally
follows, from a completely pragmatic viewpoint, if the underlying physical belief
about the cosmos or the nature of time is granted.

I have argued that this relation of values to time beliefs applies also to a
variety of religions, and to the utilitarian value principle.

For example, quasi-cyclic time, and ideas very similar to karma-samsk	ara-

moks.a, were very much a part of pre-Nicene Christianity, as stated by Origen,
its most outstanding exponent. In his De Principiis, Origen was quite explicit
that cosmic recurrence was neither exact nor eternal.9 He also understood
this karma-samsk	ara or deeds-retribution as a means to support equity and
justice.10 All were born equal to begin with (showing God's belief in equity),
and were accorded di�erent stations in life according to their deeds (showing
God's justice).

Origen's view is entirely contrary to two current stories (a) that Christianity
believes in �linear� time, opposed to �cyclic� time, and (b) that karma-samsk	ara

is a doctrine of inequity and injustice unique to Hinduism. It is necessary to
point this out because, unfortunately, even numerous academics go by such
myths relying on their social acumen to guess what is �credible�, and without
the discipline of checking things out.

After aligning with the state, there was no way the post-Nicene church could
accept non-Christians on par with Christians (any more than the state can ac-
cept non-citizens on par with citizens). Therefore, the church was now funda-
mentally opposed to equity, and hence it hailed Augustine's doctrine of inequity,
according to which God would put non-Christians in hell for eternity after death,
as described by Dante,11 creating a permanent and eternal separation between
Christians and non-Christians. This transformation from the value of equity to
inequity was engineered through a shift in time beliefs from Origen's quasi-cyclic
time to Augustine's apocalyptic time (which, incidentally, is not refutable, since
doomsday has been round the corner for ages). It is this transformation from
a physical belief (quasi-cyclic time) to a metaphysical one (apocalyptic time)
which made the soul metaphysical in post-Nicene Western thought. That is, the
pre-Nicene ethic and the post-Nicene modi�cation of the Christian ethic both
related to time beliefs.

In the process of modi�cation, Augustine used the theological trick of mis-
representing Origen: he confounded Origen's idea of quasi-cyclic time with the
�Stoic� idea of eternal recurrence.12 On this ground, Justinian and the 5th
Ecumenical Council cursed Origen, and the �doctrine of pre-existence�.13 It
is remarkable how this misrepresentation has stuck: in over 16 centuries since
Augustine, the West has repeatedly (mis)understood any kind of recurrence
to mean �eternal recurrence�. The purported dichotomy between �linear� and
�cyclic� time encourages this blind spot in Western thought. As Mircea Eliade
put it, the work of leading poets such as T. S. Eliot, and writers such as James
Joyce is �saturated with the nostalgia for the myth of eternal repetition�.14

Philosophers like Nietzsche,15 and scientists like Newton16 and Hawking,17 too,
have confounded any sort of cyclicity with �eternal return�. In current dis-
cussions of the grandfather paradox of time travel18 one repeatedly encounters
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the same mistake. Confusion about recurrence seems eternally recurrent in the
West!

Note that people like Newton and Nietzsche were extreme opponents of the
church establishment. So it is a terri�c intellectual victory for church propa-
ganda about time, that it could derail even the most thoughtful of its opponents
in this way. In my terminology, the substance of this propaganda is that quasi-
cyclic time has been misrepresented as supercyclic time by deceptively lumping
both into an ill-de�ned and incoherent category of �cyclic� time (which is seen
to be dichotomous with an equally incoherent notion of �linear� time). Because
this has been such a long-term source of confusion in Western thought, I reiter-
ate that unlike the ill-de�ned and incoherent of �cyclic time�, and �linear time�,
quasi-cyclic time is a physical belief, regardless of whether it is valid or invalid.

The linkage of time perceptions to ethics applies also to Buddhism. The rele-
vant notion of time here is the notion of �paticca samupp	ada�, an understanding
of which was equated by the Buddha with an understanding of the dhamma.
This is a deep and tricky point about Buddhist ethics, and I hope the physical
sense in which I understand paticca samupp	ada19 will be clear by the end of this
paper.

We can also see how time relates to ethics in Islam. Al Ghaz	ali's notion
of ontically broken time20 (imprecisely but catchily called occasionalism) re-
lates directly to the ethic of surrender to Allah, which is at the heart of Islam.
Through the Su� and Bhakti traditions, such time beliefs are still widely preva-
lent in India. The relation of time perceptions to ethics is so clear, and so
readily understood even at the level of popular Hindi cinema (e.g. Waqt) that,
despite some tricky points involved, it does not call for further comment before
an academic audience.

The utilitarian ethic too relates to time beliefs. As I have already discussed
this elsewhere21 I will only recapitulate some points. The capitalist ethic as-
sumes that the future can be rationally calculated. This is a fundamental as-
sumption, intertwined with the notion of deferred consumption: children study
now, and sacri�ce their desire to play, just so that they can earn more later. If
rational calculation of the future were not possible, or practicable, this would
be a very foolish thing to do. With ontically broken time (or occasionalism,
or providential intervention), it is not possible to calculate the future. So, the
capitalist ethic requires a belief in a world which evolves in an orderly way ac-
cording to some �laws� (instituted by some god, as opined by Aquinas, and as
made known to ordinary mortals by his scienti�c prophets like Newton).

This belief (in the predictability of the future) is prima facie contradictory
with the other belief underlying the utilitarian principle, namely that rational
(or irrational) choice is at all possible. For if the world does evolve according to
orderly laws alone, and human choices play no role in determining the future,
then Laplace's demon can obviously calculate the entire future (including the
choices one would make). This is basically a con�ict between two distinct notions
of time, �superlinear� time (according to which the future is decided by some
'laws�) and mundane time (according to which one's actions and decisions now
create a certain future, as one believes in everyday life). However, clubbing
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both pictures of time into one incoherent category of �linear time� allows one
to use either picture of time as convenient, and to argue that the determinism
associated with superlinear time (which enables the future to be calculated
rationally) is compatible with the human freedom associated with mundane
time (which enables us to choose to bring about a particular future).

Then there is the peculiar assumption that the utility of future consumption
can be discounted at the prevailing bank rate of interest! (If not, it is not clear
what discounting rate to use or how to calculate �present value�.) Further time
beliefs underlying utilitarianism are elaborated in my book. (For example, there
is a speci�c belief about the lifetime of an individual. Thus, Buddhists might
argue that the child is a di�erent individual from the adult, therefore, forcing
the child to forgo play to the advantage of the adult is unjust to the child.)

Here I will only summarise the big picture: ethical models in common use
(both utilitarian and religious) are anchored in beliefs about the nature of time.
The acceptability of the ethical model depends upon the credibility of the un-
derlying beliefs about time, which is usually decided by reference to existing
science.

3 Science, religion and time

The other part of my thesis is that a new science is needed since religious
beliefs have penetrated into existing science through the notion of time which
is at the interface of the two. One way in which this happened is through
mathematics on which science is based. Thus, the Western cultural belief that
mathematics involves eternal truths goes back to the idea articulated by Plato
and Proclus that mathematics is best suited to mathesis (or recollection of
knowledge that the soul had in past lives) because mathematics concerns eternal
truths which most easily arouse the eternal soul.22 Though the notion of the
soul had changed, this belief persisted in Christian rational theology.23 This
belief is, of course, quite di�erent from the Indian philosophy of gan. ita,

24 and
is misplaced even in the context of present-day formalism.

The penetration of cultural beliefs into science is clearly problematic. We
already saw above the contemporary attempt to control human behaviour by
modifying values, and we saw how time perceptions were modi�ed to modify
values. But time is also at the base of scienti�c thought. So, this modi�cation of
time perceptions a�ects science (and we saw some preliminary examples above).
The problematic part is that science is believed to be universal, so that makes
some values seem more credible, especially to the scienti�cally illiterate.

Understanding the entire chain of in�uence makes for a long story. To cut
it short, I will start with Newton, for, Newtonain physics is easy to understand,
and, on another common myth, that is where science began.

At the beginning of Newton's Principia we �nd the famous quote about
time: �Absolute, true, and mathematical time. . . �ows equably without rela-
tion to anything external. . . �25 Note the three adjectives, �absolute�, �true�,
and �mathematical�. To eliminate any residual doubt, Newton adds the clause
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about �without relation to anything external�. Clearly, the time that Newton
discusses is metaphysical, and not physical�for something which has no regard
to anything external cannot possibly be a physical entity. How did this meta-
physical notion of time come to be at the basis of Newtonian physics? Why
did Newton feel compelled to make time metaphysical? As I said, this is a long
story. This concerns Newton's attempts to understand the Indian calculus,26

and assimilate it with his religious beliefs that (a) God ruled the world with eter-
nal laws (as maintained by Aquinas), (b) that these laws, since eternal, must be
written in the perfect language of mathematics, and (c) that this perfection was
only possible in metaphysics, and never physically. Brie�y, Newton made time
metaphysical because he thought this made calculus perfect and met Descartes'
objections that it was not rigorous.

Of course, this is incorrect. To make the calculus rigorous one does not need
either Newton's �uxions or formal real numbers. For example, calculus can be
done perfectly well over the �eld of rational functions. This is a so-called non-
Archimedean �eld since it is larger than the �eld of formal reals, which is the
largest ordered �eld to have the Archimedean property. Brie�y, in�nities and
in�nitesimals exist in any non-Archimedean �eld so that limits are not unique,
unless we discard in�nitesimals. (This was the way the calculus actually devel-
oped in India; polynomials were called unexpressed numbers, so that rational
functions entered naturally as unexpressed fractions.) This process of zeroing
or discarding in�nitesimals involves a philosophy of mathematics di�erent from
formalism, for the notion of in�nitesimal is not God-given as 18th c. Europeans
mathematicians like Berkeley took it to be (in stating his objections to New-
ton's �uxions). Nor is the notion of in�nitesimal necessarily Robinson-given,
as in non-standard analysis: in�nities and in�nitesimals in a non-Archimedean
�eld are �permanent� and do not enter merely at an intermediate stage. In
the other direction, this philosophy of zeroism can also be used to do calculus
over a �nite set of numbers (smaller than the continuum) as in calculus done
with �oating point arithmetic using computers, which su�ces for all practical
applications (and is rigorous with the philosophy of zeroism, though not with
formalism). In any case, a particular mathematical (mis-)understanding of the
calculus ought not to be used to decide the nature of time, the way Newton did.

In making time metaphysical, Newton took a retrograde step, for his pre-
decessor and mentor Barrow had quite explicitly poked fun at Augustine, in-
directly calling him and his followers �quacks� for evading a physical de�ni-
tion of time.27 Barrow had proposed the even tenor hypothesis for physical
time: �equal causes take equal times to produce equal e�ects�, in a meaningful
way. However, Newton applied �even tenor� to mathematical time where it was
meaningless, though it appealed to his religious predilections. Consequently,
Newtonian physics lacked any physical de�nition of �equal intervals of time�.28

This had serious percussions for Newtonian physics. Newton's second �law�
of motion is today regarded as a de�nition of force. However, it is bad de�nition,
for the right hand side (i.e., the rate of change of momentum) is unde�ned in
the absence of a physical de�nition of equal intervals of time. Consequently, as
Popper29 rightly pointed out, some (refutable) physics can be extracted from
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Newtonian physics only by eliminating time (e.g. planetary orbits are ellipses
instead of Galilean parabolas). Note that the reversibility of Newtonian physics
is directly contrary to the irreversibility of aging which is a part of mundane
experience, but here falsi�cation is avoided by the usual tricks of �saving the
story�, in this case, by passing on the burden to thermodynamics to reconcile
observed irreversibility with the time reversibility of Newtonian physics.

To go on with the original story, with the advent of Maxwellian electrody-
namics, time entered into physics in an essential way. If we somehow de�ne a
measure of time so as to make Newtonian physics valid, that makes Maxwellian
electrodynamics invalid. To obtain a physical de�nition of equal intervals of
time, Poincaré postulated that the speed of light is constant.30 This postulate31

(not the Michelson-Morley experiment32) led to the special theory of relativity.
Poincaré understood that this fundamentally alters the equations underlying

physics. He realized that one now needed to solve not the ordinary di�erential
equations of Newtonian physics, but what he called �equations of �nite di�er-
ences�,33 and what we would today call delay di�erential equations or functional
di�erential equations. Physically this corresponds to history-dependent time
evolution: electrodynamic forces travel at the speed of light, not at an in�nite
speed.

However, credit for the theory of relativity was grabbed by Einstein. Because
Einstein was neither a mathematician nor the inventor of relativity,34 he did not
understand this key mathematical point about history dependence till the end of
his life, and incorrectly tried to approximate one type of equation by another.35

Because credit for relativity incorrectly went to Einstein, he became a �gure of
great authority. Because science, in practice, relies heavily on authority, this
mistake persisted for a century. In fact, the �rst solution of the functional
di�erential equations of the retarded 2-body problem of electrodynamics in a
serious physical context was given by me36 only in 2004, a century after Poincaré
invented relativity.

4 The tilt in the arrow of time

However, this correction to the Newtonian paradigm, by admitting history-
dependence, is not enough. There is an additional problem. Experiments are
needed to verify or refute a physical theory. Experimentation as a process of
testing is meaningful only if it can throw up some surprises. On mundane time
beliefs, we suppose that the past is decided, but the future is not, and is hence
potentially surprising. We believe our actions create or bring about a particular
future, in some tiny way. However, these mundane time beliefs do not cohere
with the time beliefs used to write down the di�erential equations of physics,
which time beliefs I have called �superlinear time�. (Thus, di�erential equations
require calculus, and, as noted above, it is incorrectly but widely believed that
the only way to do calculus is to use the continuum or the formal real numbers,
so that time must be topologically like the real line.)

To ensure coherence between these con�icting pictures of (mundane and su-
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perlinear) time, I had proposed to modify the above (history-dependent) equa-
tions a step further, and allow a �tilt� in the arrow of time. A �tilt� is not a new
physical hypothesis; rather it is a rejection of the common physical hypothesis
of causality that interactions propagate only from past to future. Causality is
a theological requirement: if God is to distribute rewards and punishments on
the day of judgment, he needs to identify individuals as the cause of a good or
bad act. The physical world, however, need not be causal. Whether or not it is
causal needs to be decided by experiment! But to design such an experiment,
we �rst need a theory of a non-causal world. Rejecting hand-imposed causality
allows not only the past but also the future to in�uence the present. There is a
quantitative di�erence: past in�uence predominate over future one's.

A �tilt� involves a radical new mathematical understanding of time evolution
in physics: this is time evolution according to mixed-type functional di�erential
equations.37 (In contrast, Poincaré, for instance, had considered only retarded
functional di�erential equations). In colloquial language, a �tilt� allows anticipa-
tion, in addition to history dependence. This new understanding of physics (as
incorporating history dependence + anticipation) is expected to include quan-
tum mechanics.38 One can now ask the question in reverse: what sort of ethics
�ows from this revised and corrected time belief in physics?

History-dependent evolution leads to one sort of paradigm shift: the future is
not determined by the present alone; one needs to know the entire past history.
It is a time asymmetric form of evolution, for while future can be determined
from the past, past cannot be retrodicted from a knowledge of the future�
entropy, or lack of information, increases towards the future. This corresponds
to the mundane belief that the future is more uncertain than the past.

A tilt leads to a further paradigm shift. In this case, future is not determined
even by the entire past history. With a tilt, physics ceases to be mechanical:
The idea of the cosmos as God's grand piece of clockwork governed by some
grand �laws� of physics is thrown out once and for all. At each instant, living
beings create a tiny bit of the future cosmos, and they do so in a way that would
surprise God!

Philosophers object to reductive explanations, when their primary objection
is to mechanical explanations. They go by the mental picture that atoms,
molecules etc. are all describable in a mechanical way, so that trying to connect
human behaviour to physics, which concerns atoms molecules etc., is misguided
because it denies the possibility of human creativity. What is at fault here is not
reductionism but the naïve mental picture about atoms and molecules, which
is about a century out of date. Atoms and molecules are neither particularly
simple things, nor do they necessarily behave in a completely mechanical way.

On the other hand, neither complexity (epistemically broken time) nor quan-
tum indeterminism (through the collapse postulate, ontically broken time) is the
magic wand some naively think it to be. Complexity, for example, is just a more
sophisticated restatement of the old �god of the gaps� argument: �We don't un-
derstand this (lightning striking churches) therefore it is the work of God�. In
this restatement, complex assemblies of atoms and molecules somehow magically
acquire properties entirely absent at the level of the constituents. The objec-
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tion to reductionism ought not to be mere nostalgia for an enchanted childhood
world of magic. A whole crop of new medicines are based on the reductive un-
derstanding of the physics of biomolecules. Likewise, quantum indeterminism
(or occasionalism) is as contrary to creativity as (�hard�) determinism.39

In this situation, the great advantage of a tilt is that it provides us with a non-
mechanistic model of how the world evolves, conditioned, but not determined
by, the past. This is remarkably similar to the notion of paticca samupp	ada.

An important feature of the tilt relates to thermodynamics. Thermodynam-
ics, as its name suggests, started o� with the issue of steam engines and a gas in
a box. But it evolved into statistical mechanics, which has given us a remark-
able idea: that of entropy. Entropy is a measure of disorder. A key principle of
thermodynamics is the so-called second law of thermodynamics which asserts
that the entropy (of a closed system) never decreases. A stronger formulation
(more pedantically called the H-theorem) is that the entropy (of a closed sys-
tem) goes on increasing until it reaches its maximum. The stronger formulation
is needed to explain why heat �ows from hotter to cooler bodies. The spread
of heat increases disorder. The idea of disorder is a very general idea, which
goes far beyond steam engines: the everyday observation of irreversible aging
illustrates increasing disorder.

A long-standing problem has been the inability to relate the entropy �law�
to Newton's �laws�.40 (There is at present no serious way to do statistical me-
chanics with general relativity.) The problem is not that one cannot derive the
entropy law from Newton's laws; rather the problem is that the entropy law is
contrary to Newton's laws: if Newton's laws hold, there is no way entropy can
increase or decrease, it must stay constant. An easy way to see this is that New-
tonian evolution is reversible, hence this is called the reversibility paradox. That
is, Newtonian evolution is contrary to the everyday observation of irreversible
aging.

The fault does not lie with the way entropy is de�ned. This is clear from
another famous objection, called the recurrence paradox, which relates to the
good old Poincaré recurrence theorem mentioned above: for a gas in a box,
evolving in a Newtonian way, every microstate must recur in�nitely often. So
no matter how entropy is de�ned, it cannot increase or decrease. The text-book
resolutions of these paradoxes are unsatisfactory despite involving (implicitly
or explicitly) a variety of increasingly obscure concepts such as coarse-graining,
ergodicity, mixing etc.

In contrast, history dependent evolution provides a clean resolution of the
paradoxes of thermodynamics (since the hypotheses of the Poincaré recurrence
theorem break down, and history dependent evolution is not reversible). With
history dependent evolution, past decides future, but not vice versa, which is
the same thing as saying that we have more information about the past than
the future, so that entropy increases towards the future. So, we also have a
simple explanation for entropy increase.41

With a tilt, the situation is a little more complex. Now, past conditions
the future, but does not decide it. Just as history-dependent processes increase
entropy, anticipatory processes decrease entropy. Such anticipatory processes
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will manifest themselves as spontaneous and causally inexplicable events. That
is, with a tilt, spontaneous events are possible, and these will decrease entropy.
A decrease of entropy is the same as creation of order, so creativity is possible.
We can visualize that both entropy increasing and decreasing processes exist.
The former predominate, therefore entropy still increases on the whole.42

5 The tilt, life, and ethics

We have seen how common ethical principles depend upon assumptions about
the nature of time. The attempt to transform human behaviour led to the
transformation of these time beliefs, and these transformed time beliefs have
crept into physics. Finally, we have seen, how, if physics is de-theologised, this
leads to a new notion of time.

Having arrived at this new notion of time which represents the best scienti�c
knowledge available to us today, we can turn around and ask: what ethical
principle follows from this new notion of time?

Now, many theologians in a zealous attempt to guard ethics as their prove-
nance, and to keep scientists away from it, have repeatedly attempted to dis-
connect ethics from our knowledge of the world (since ultimately they want to
base ethics on things like the belief in God and scriptures, which are under their
social authority, whether or not they explicitly admit this motivation).

Therefore, I reiterate that my attempt to base ethics on physics is not based
on any naïve confusion between facts and values. However, an ethical principle,
if it is to be persuasive, must involve all our knowledge about life and its place
in the vast cosmos. Certainly this knowledge is fallible, and may change, so
the resulting ethics need be neither eternal nor absolute. However, an ethical
principle based on knowledge is more persuasive as a basis of mundane action
than an ethical principle based on the mere beliefs of a voluntarily blind, deaf
and anosmic person. Those ethical principle are brittle, and shatter when ques-
tioned. If the underlying beliefs (about time) are physical, they must confront
physics. If not, they can simply be denied. There is no sense in speaking of
�free will� or volition in a way which wishes away physics.

This was what I thought I had pointed out in my letter to Daya ji. In my
book, I had proposed a new ethical principle arising from this new notion time
in physics involving a tilt.

A key aspect of the above notion of time is that it makes it possible [for
living beings] to diminish entropy spontaneously. Since entropy is understood
as a measure of disorder, �diminishing entropy� should translate into the same
thing as �increasing order�.

With this in mind, the new ethical principle was stated as follows.
Order principle: act so as to increase order in the cosmos.

As I explained in my book, this subsumes the common biological ethic of
�survival�. It goes beyond anthropocentrism and includes all living beings and
even extra-terrestrial life (which probably exists on the above physics which
allows order creation everywhere). As such, it is also a guide to practical action.
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However, Daya ji immediately reacted to the word �order�. He gave the
example of Soviet Union: he said there was order there, but that such order was
not necessarily desirable. I dashed o� a long letter to him explaining the precise
sense in which I used the word order. However, a year or so later, I gave a talk
on this at Melbourne. A couple of people including Don Miller again objected
to the word �order� on similar grounds.

Clearly, howsoever much one may wish it away, the sad tale of two cultures
comes back to haunt us. Scientists tend to use words somewhat carelessly, be-
cause these words are often used merely as pointers to precise theoretical and
mathematical constructs for which there are no exact equivalents in the English
language. �Order� for me is the same thing that Schrödinger and other authors
called negentropy. The di�erence is that where Schrödinger, for example, pro-
ceeded intuitively, I am proceeding with a de�nite new physics in mind, as also
a theory of how this notion of �order� relates to life and the cosmos.

Order, in the physical sense in which I use the term is essential for biological
survival. At the physical level, a human being is a vast collection of molecules
which exist in a highly ordered state. The tiniest departure from this order
entails illness and death. The orderliness of the body is a must for the continued
existence of a living organism.

In fact order, in this physical sense, is not only essential for the survival of
human beings, it characterizes life. This can be better understood by the way
this notion of order relates to human behaviour through the theory of evolution

The existing theory of evolution already provides insight into human be-
haviour by connecting it with the behaviour of other animals. While survival of
the individual is certainly a key concern, even basic urges such as those related
to reproduction make sense only in reference to a larger biological unit, such as
the species. So, the evolutionary ethic may be stated: act so as to maximise the
probability of the survival of the species.

This principle explains why (even in non-capitalist societies) most people are
so concerned with acquiring territory (e.g. wealth) and social status, and trying
to consolidate it. Combined with the process of reproduction and rearing this
seems to describe much of the life of most people.

The question now is, is that all that there is to life? Is there anything to life
beyond survival (of the species)?

Certainly, the environmentalist is concerned with other species on the planet.
So, to side-step prolix quibbles about the reality of altruism, let us rephrase the
above question. Let us expand our concerns from individual to species to all life
on the planet to all life in the cosmos.

So, is that the ultimate ethical concern: preservation of life in the cosmos?
Note that I seek answers acceptable to the sceptic�the answers must rely

only on �public� knowledge, and on valid physics, not on private religious beliefs
or metaphysical assumptions.

Note also that, in this generalised form, the evolutionary ethic is subsumed
by the order principle. For life, whatever its chemical or physical constituents,
is characterized as an orderly state. Even a single protein molecule is in a far,
far more ordered state than the molecules of a gas in a box�which latter state
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is the �natural state� of disorder or thermodynamic equilibrium, according to
thermodynamics. Preservation of life in the cosmos is preservation of this order.
The order principle, however, speaks of increasing order (which is possible with
a tilt), so it clearly goes a step further.

In fact, the tilt helps to clear up a number of confusing aspects related to
both: the theory of evolution in biology and to ethical principles in philosophy.
For example, the philosophy of ethics takes for granted the existence of volition.
It takes for granted that human volition, though independent of the past, nev-
ertheless somehow determines the future�for the above ethical principles all
enjoin one to bring about a certain future state, hence assume that it is possible
to do so. The philosophy of ethics routinely proceeds by ignoring the manifest
contradiction of such beliefs with the knowledge of the world which comes from
physics. This attitude may have been appropriate in the West where theolo-
gians, who ruled, regarded themselves as superior to physicists. But today this
incoherence between philosophy and physics cannot be wished away by putting
philosophy and physics in two separate university department which do not in-
teract with each other. The tilt, on the other hand, admits the possibility of
spontaneous choice which may be conditioned by the past, but is not determined
by it; it also explains how these spontaneous choices can nevertheless relate to
future events.

Current biology does not give an adequate account of the origin of life: or
the origin of order. The theory of evolution provides many insights, but certain
aspects of it remain cloaked in obscurity. A key issue is the origin of mutations
(and the origin of life itself). Evolutionary theory attributes this to �chance�.
If this �chance� is not to be a mere word which magically conjures up a �god of
the gaps�, to explain anything and everything, we need a precise quantitative
model of this �chance� (such as a model of time evolution according to stochastic
di�erential equations) which tells us how much chance leads to how much mu-
tations, in how much time. Such an enterprise, however, is doomed to failure:
we have already seen how, throughout the 19th c. (when the current theory
of evolution was formulated) the mechanism of chance was unsuccessfully used
to try to explain increase of entropy. We have also seen that, within Newto-
nian physics, chance can neither increase entropy, nor increase order (decrease
entropy), both of which must stay constant. If accounts such as the Ehrenfest
model combined with hand-waving techniques like �coarse graining� have any
validity, what they show is only this: chance increases disorder. None of this is
any good for biology. Note incidentally, how chance is used to perform one sort
of magic in thermodynamics, and the opposite sort in biology.

Spontaneity, on the other hand, increases order; combined with history de-
pendence, it allows this state of increased order to be maintained. It also shows
how this order increase can remain immersed in a sea of order decreasing (or
entropy increasing) processes.

However, it is clear that Daya ji and Don Miller both had not thought
about �order� in quite the same way. They thought of �order: in the ordinary
(dictionary) sense of word. They thought of it not at the physical or biological
level as I did, but of the connotations at the social level, where order could
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possibly be mechanical or authoritarian. They objected to order in this sense of
regimentation. The thing that one intuitively feels is wrong with regimentation
is the absence of spontaneity. So "order", they felt, could be an imposition
on human beings, just as much as the rituals of �civilized� society were an
imposition on Huckleberry Finn.

Of course, I thought I had carefully explained this in my book: that creation
of order corresponds to spontaneity, and that (in the physical sense of �order�)
there is no way to produce order mechanically (for that would give us a perpet-
ual motion machine of the second kind). However, if the matter was not clear
to Daya ji and Don Miller, that itself is su�cient cause of worry. Furthermore,
even many scientists lack clarity about spontaneity in science, since they share
Newton's religious vision of a clockwork cosmos, and hence see science as some-
thing intrinsically mechanical. This lack of clarity is at the root of paradoxes,
such as the Grandfather paradox, as I have explained elsewhere.

So, it seems to me better to relate this abstract notion of �order� more closely
to human experience. To this end, let us ask how evolutionary ethics is �imple-
mented�. When an animal takes a decision, does it carry out an evaluation of
all future consequences? As any chess player knows, few people ever calculate
beyond level 3 even in the game of chess, which requires a rigorous evaluation
of future consequences. And, as any computer programmer knows, a rigorous
evaluation beyond level 25 is a di�cult task, even for a supercomputer, which
may take longer than the human life span to do it. Accordingly, the animal's
decisions are more usually based on immediate sensations of pleasure and pain
which are �hardwired� to these longer-term consequences. For example, repro-
duction is crucial to the survival of the species, and engaging in reproductory
activities generates the appropriate emotions and sensations of pleasure.

In this sense, spontaneous creation of order is �hardwired� to the deep sense
of satisfaction one gets from a creative insight, the creative satisfaction that one
gets from e.g. spontaneously arranging ideas, or musical notes, in a particularly
interesting and novel pattern. Unfortunately, Western music has been robbed
of this key element of spontaneity, which is still manifest in, say, Indian music.
However, though there seems no satisfactory English word for it, the Western
musical concept which comes closest to this notion of spontaneity is harmony:
several notes being struck together to create a pleasing e�ect.

The more precise analogy I have in mind is to Popper's pond paradox�in
a non-circular pond, the creation of a convergent ripple is causally inexplicable
since it requires a conspiracy of causes. All the molecules at the edge of the
pond must conspire to act together�if one seeks a purely causal explanation
that is. This paradox is easily resolved43 through spontaneity. Just as history-
dependent processes cannot be explained teleologically, so also anticipatory pro-
cesses cannot be explained causally. With a tilt, therefore, some processes must
be causally inexplicable. (However, these processes will pertain not to ponds,
but to living organisms, which can amplify tiny spontaneous events.)

Therefore, the only change that is probably needed to meet Daya ji's objec-
tions is to rename order as harmony, and the order principle as the harmony
principle.
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